The glycolipid transfer protein (GLTP) fold defines a superfamily of eukaryotic proteins that selectively transport sphingolipids (SLs) between membranes. However, the mechanisms determining the protein selectivity for specific glycosphingolipids (GSLs) are unclear. Here, we report the crystal structure of the GLTP homology (GLTPH) domain of human 4-phosphate adaptor protein 2 (FAPP2) bound with N-oleoyl-galactosylceramide. Using this domain, FAPP2 transports glucosylceramide from its cis-Golgi synthesis site to the trans-Golgi for conversion into complex GSLs. The FAPP2-GLTPH structure revealed an element, termed the ID loop, that controls specificity in the GLTP family. We found that, in accordance with FAPP2 preference for simple GSLs, the ID loop protrudes from behind the SL headgroup-recognition center to mitigate binding by complex GSLs. Mutational analyses including GLTP and FAPP2 chimeras with swapped ID loops supported the proposed restrictive role of the FAPP2 ID loop in GSL selectivity. Comparative analysis revealed distinctly designed ID loops in each GLTP family member. This analysis also disclosed a conserved H-bond triplet that "clasps" both ID-loop ends together to promote structural autonomy and rigidity. The findings indicated that various ID loops work in concert with conserved recognition centers to create different specificities among family members. We also observed four bulky, conserved hydrophobic residues involved in "sensor-like" interactions with lipid chains in protein hydro-phobic pockets and FF motifs in GLTP and FAPP2, well-positioned to provide acyl chain-dependent SL selectivity for the hydrophobic pockets. In summary, our study provides mechanistic insights into sphingolipid recognition by the GLTP fold and uncovers the elements involved in this recognition.
includes a surface localized recognition center (12) . Crystal structures of four other GLTP superfamily members (fungal heterokaryon incompatibility C2 protein, HET-C2, of Podospora anserina; GLTP-like protein from the thermoacidophilic unicellular red alga, Galdieria sulfuraria; human ceramide-1phosphate (C1P) transfer protein, CPTP; and accelerated cell death 11 protein (ACD11), an Arabidopsis CPTP homolog) reveal overall similarity with GLTP structure and nearly conserved arrangement of recognition center positions but with distinctions enabling selectivity of SLs with sugar (GSL) versus phosphate (C1P) headgroups (Refs. 10, 13, 14 , and PDB code 2I3F), defining two subfamilies, GSL-specific and C1P-specific. Modeling of FAPP2-GLTPH relative to the GLTP structure shows conservation of residues required for sugar headgroup binding (2) . However, FAPP2 prefers simple GSLs. The in vitro transfer of GlcCer and GalCer by FAPP2-GLTPH domain is equally efficient but is reduced by ϳ50% with LacCer and is slower yet with complex GSLs, such as ganglioside GM1 that possess five sugars including N-acetylneuraminic acid, or sulfo-GalCer, sulfatide (SF) (2) . By contrast, human GLTP efficiently transfers both complex and simple GSLs (6, 7, 9) , as reviewed in Ref. 11 . Crystal structures of different holo forms of human GLTP provide insights into the structural features responsible for the recognition of GalCer, GlcCer, LacCer, and SF. Also available are two apo structures of other GSL-specific members and different holo forms of two C1P-specific members, providing a potential source for comparative analyses. However, the basis for the focused FAPP2-GLTPH selectivity for simple GSLs has remained a matter of speculation because of the lack of structure determination for FAPP2. To address the issue, we present here the 1.45 Å resolution crystal structure of FAPP2-GLTPH domain (residues 308 -519) complexed with the GSL, N-oleoyl-galactosylceramide (18:1-GalCer), and perform comparative analysis that includes other available structures of the GLTP superfamily members. The approach provides insights into the strict preference of FAPP2 for simple GSLs; reveals a unique element, termed the ID-loop, that distinguishes each particular protein of the family; and enables identification of previously unrecognized but important elements of the GLTP fold.
Results and discussion

Crystal structure of human FAPP2-GLTPH with bound N-oleoyl-galactosylceramide
After numerous crystallization trials were unsuccessful, we introduced the E377A/E378K double mutation far from functionally important regions ( Fig. S1a ) to reduce the excessive negative surface charge of FAPP2-GLTPH domain (residues 308 -519) (2) . This change did not affect transfer activity (Fig. S1b) but enabled a high-resolution crystal of the GLTPH domain complexed with N-oleoyl-galactosylceramide (18:1-GalCer) to form. Hereafter, "FAPP2-GLTPH" refers to the E377A/E378K mutant. The final model was refined to R work / R free values of 0.131/0.179 at 1.45 Å resolution. Table 1 summarizes the X-ray data collection and refinement statistics.
The overall structure of FAPP2-GLTPH with bound 18:1-GalCer (Fig. 1a ) resembles GLTP complexed with 18:1 GlcCer (PDB code 3S0K) (15) with respect to lipid position and binding mode. The recognition center (Fig. 1b ) displays a similar network of interactions as GLTP for anchoring the polar region of GalCer (16) with Trp 407 serving as a stacking plate for the GSL sugar, whereas Asp 360 , Asn 364 , Lys 367 , and His 445 form hydrogen bonds with the galactose-amide moiety. In addition, the C-terminal Val 519 makes tight van der Waals contacts with two hydroxyls and the ceramide C1 atom, whereas residue Glu 403 contacts with the sugar C6Ј atom ( Fig. 1b ). Both nonpolar aliphatic chains are encapsulated by GLTPH via the so-called "sphingosine-in" binding mode ( Fig. 1a ) previously observed for human GLTP bound by GSLs containing an N-oleoyl-acyl chain (12, 15) . Nonpolar residues such as Phe, Leu, and Val line the FAPP2 hydrophobic pocket, creating an appropriate environment for encapsulating the ceramide chains ( Fig. 1c) .
Comparison of the two molecules of GLTPH⅐18:1-GalCer complexes that occupy the asymmetric unit (AU) reveals moderate lateral mobility of ␣6-helix, noticeable flexibility of loop L7/8 (Fig. 1d ), and different positions for the sphingosine chain of bound 18:1-GalCer in each molecule ( Fig. 1e ). Thus, high similarity exists with GLTP (12, 15, 16) . However, compared with GLTP, FAPP2 allows different sphingosine chain positioning ( Fig. 1e ) within the same binding mode and for the same GSL molecule. Fig. 2a shows the structure of FAPP2-GLTPH domain bound with 18:1-GalCer in superposition with other three members of the GSL-specific subfamily with known X-ray structures. Superimposition that includes C1P-specific mem- Table 1 X-ray data collection and refinement statistics for human FAPP2-GLTPH⅐18:1-GalCer structure
Overall comparison of GLTP family members
The values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell. R free is calculated for 5% of randomly selected reflections excluded from refinement. RMSD, root-meansquare deviation from ideal values.
Data collection
Space group P2 1 
PDB code 5KDI
How FAPP2 selects simple GSLs using the GLTP-fold bers of the GLTP superfamily with known 3D structures is shown in Fig. S1a . Differences between ACD11 versus CPTP and CPTP versus FAPP2-GLTPH are highlighted in Fig. S1 (c and d). Poststructural sequence alignment of all six proteins ( Fig. 2b) indicates conserved/semiconserved residues of the GLTP fold. Key recognition center residues ( Fig. 2b , blue letters) identify five conserved positions in the GSL-specific subfamily and five conserved positions in the C1P-specific subfamily, four of which coincide in both subfamilies. Together they define the basic six-point pattern for the recognition center in the GLTP fold, with spatial templates DNKxWH and DKxRRH (where x indicates a nonconserved residue) characterizing the GSL-specific and C1P-specific families, respectively (Figs. 1b and 2b). The conserved recognition center templates for each subfamily suggest that specificity variations within a subfamily are controlled by other elements. Global comparisons ( Fig. 2a and Fig. S1a ) identify variable elements of the GLTP-fold including the "nonalignable" (Fig. 2b) loop L3/4 that differs among each member of the GLTP family. Also evident are three previously unrecognized but conserved interaction sites ( Fig.  2a , labeled in orange as 1, 2, and 3) that are presumably important for GLTP-fold function.
GLTP-fold ID loop
The differing structural features of the L3/4 loop in FAPP2-GLTPH and other subfamily members are shown in Fig. 2a , whereas the variability of L3/4-loop length and sequence for each GLTP superfamily member can be appreciated in Fig. 2b (red box). Significant differences in L3/4-loop conformations in the GSL-specific subfamily and in the GLTP superfamily are highlighted in stereo mode in Fig. 3 (a and b, respectively). Because each L3/4 loop is unique, we refer to it as the "ID loop," i.e. individual or identification loop.
What makes the ID loop special compared with other helixhelix connectors is that each loop end interacts with each other to generate a pinched-together "clasp-like" structure ( Fig. 2a , Figure 1 . Crystal structure of human FAPP2-GLTPH domain complexed with GSL, 18:1-GalCer. a, overall view of the complex showing labeled helices, loops, N and C termini, and PTFF sequence containing FF motif. b, protein recognition center interactions with galactose ring and ceramide amide moiety of bound GalCer, depicting hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) and the aromatic ring stacking over the glucose ring. Also depicted are van der Waals contacts (zig-zag lines) of the nonconserved residues Glu 403 and C-terminal Val 519 . c, Phe, Leu, and Val residues lining the hydrophobic pocket that envelopes the lipid chains. d and e, superposition of two molecules of the complex occupying the asymmetric unit, showing either protein (d) or GSL (e). Molecules A and B are depicted in different shades of colors. In a-e, atoms are colored orange, red, and blue for carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, respectively. linkage 1) . In FAPP2-GLTPH, this clasp is secured by an H-bond triplet (Fig. 4a , shaded area) formed by the side-chain carboxyl of Glu 389 , located in the C-terminal region of ␣3-helix, and two consecutive main-chain NH-groups (401 and 402) plus a side-chain hydroxyl (Thr 402 ), grouped at the N terminus of ␣4-helix. Glu 389 provides three acceptor vacancies for the triplet, whereas the partners from ␣4-helix provide three H-bond donors. The same H-bond triplet pattern, involving the same residues at the same locations, connects the ends of helices 3 and 4 in GLTP ( Fig. 4b , shaded area) and is strictly conserved in other GSL-specific GLTP superfamily members ( Fig. 4c ). Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 4d , the interaction that "locks" the ID loop persists in the C1P-specific subfamily, although Glu is replaced by Asp in ACD11 and Thr is replaced by Cys in CPTP. Regardless, the fastener for the ID loop remains intact, albeit with minor modifications (Fig. 4d ). Thus, the ID-loop clasp is a conserved feature of the GLTP fold that endows the ID loop with relative structural autonomy and rigidity.
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Examination of the ID-loop structural details in FAPP2-GLTPH shows that the "loop body" is stabilized via a network of tight intraloop interactions involving main-chain hydrogen bonding and van der Waals contacts of side chains (Fig. 4a ). The interactions span the entire loop and rigidify its conformation. In GLTP, the ID loop also maintains conformational rigidity by a system of intraloop interactions encompassing the entire loop body (Fig. 4b ). Further support for the ID-loop rigidity arises from the very similar backbone conformations observed by superposition of different molecular structures available for GLTP (20 molecules; Fig. 4e ), ACD11 (12 molecules; Fig. 4f ), and CPTP (15 molecules; Fig. 4g ). Although each protein backbone displays some conformational mobility ( Fig.  4 , e-g), the variations are less than those observed for most loops (e.g. see Fig. 7a ). Even though the ID loops are longer, on average, in C1P-specific members ACD11 and CPTP than those in GSL-specific members (Fig. 2b) , the similar conformations found in 12 different ACD11 molecules and 15 different CPTP molecules strongly support the relative rigidity of these ID loops (Fig. 4 , f and g). We conclude that ID-loop conformations differ among superfamily members, but each ID loop is relatively rigid. Taken together, these data support the importance of the ID loop in the GLTP fold.
FAPP2 ID-loop limits selectivity to simple GSLs
Previous functional analyses show very different transfer activity by FAPP2-GLTPH for simple versus complex GSLs (2). Compared with GalCer and GlcCer, LacCer transfer efficiency declines by ϳ50%, whereas transfer of SF and ganglioside GM1 is quite low. By contrast, GLTP efficiently transfers both simple and complex GSLs, including GalCer, GlcCer, LacCer, gangliosides, and sulfatides (17, 18) .
The ID-loop location behind the bound GSL headgroup (Figs. 2a and 5, a and d) suggests a potential regulatory role (negative or positive) in binding GSLs containing more than one sugar. Compared with GLTP, the main chain of the FAPP2 ID loop (especially Arg 398 and Asn 399 ) protrudes toward the GSL (Fig. 4h ), where it can potentially interfere with complex headgroup binding, thereby limiting functional selectivity of FAPP2 to simple GSLs. To test the idea, we modeled the FAPP2⅐LacCer and FAPP2⅐SF complexes by superposition of the current crystal structure with GLTP⅐18:1-LacCer (PDB code 1SX6) and GLTP⅐3-O-SF (PDB code 3RZN and 4H2Z). In Fig. 5 (b, c, e, and f), the protein molecule is represented by FAPP2-GLTPH domain from the current crystal structure, but GalCer is replaced by LacCer or SF from the superimposed GLTP complexes. Because the ID loop is rigid, such models allow one to assess whether the loop and the GSL headgroup will collide in the potential complexes. For reference, the original structure of FAPP2-GLTPH⅐GalCer is shown in Fig. 5 (a  and d) . The protruding region of FAPP2 ID loop (R398 and Figure 2 . Comparison of FAPP2-GLTPH domain with other family members. a, structure superimposition of the GSL-specific proteins: human FAPP2-GLTPH domain (orange), human GLTP (green), fungal heterokaryon incompatibility C2 protein, HET-C2, of P. anserina (blue), and GLTP-like protein from the thermoacidophilic unicellular red alga, G. sulfuraria (cyan) (PDB codes 5KDI, 3S0K, 4KV0, and 2I3F, respectively). 18:1-GalCer is shown as bound to FAPP2-GLTPH. The blue-shaded area highlights the ID loops. The GLTP PPFF and FAPP2 PTFF sequences are indicated by green and orange braces, respectively. Newly identified conserved linkages 1 and 2 are indicated by dashed lines; the double-headed arrow 3 points to the strictly conserved Gly and Pro on opposite sides of the gate controlling the access to the hydrophobic pocket in the GLTP fold. Colored arrows point to the C-ends of HET-C2 (blue) and G. sulfuraria protein (cyan). Color codes for GSL atoms are defined in Fig. 1 . b, poststructural sequence alignment of six proteins belonging to the GLTP family (see Fig. S1a ). Color codes are blue for the recognition center residues, green for the conserved/semiconserved residues, and red and orange for Phe and similarly positioned Tyr/Trp, respectively. Recognition center residues of the C1P-specific family also are blue but shaded in gray when different from the GSL-specific family. Exceptions among conserved residues are shaded by yellow. The upper and lower cylinders (small silver for 3 10 -helices; other for ␣-helices) indicate the locations of secondary structure elements found in GLTP and CPTP, respectively. Within the red rectangle are the ID-loop sequences that vary among each member. 
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N399 in Fig. 5 , a-c) resembles a wall behind the GSL-sugars. The nearby Lys 367 residue of ␣2-helix forms an H-bond with bound galactose (Fig. 5d ). Accordingly, Lys 367 projects inward in similar fashion to Lys 55 in GLTP⅐GalCer complexes. The bound galactose is too far from the ID loop to be affected by nearby "wall" components, Asn 399 and Arg 398 (Fig. 5, a and d) . . GSL molecules are shown in stick representation, and GSL atoms are shown by spheres of van der Waals radii. GSL-atom color codes: blue for nitrogen; red for oxygen; and orange, green, and cyan for carbon in a, b, and c, respectively. d-f, protein⅐GSL interactions in the complexes shown in a-c, respectively, depicting hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) and van der Waals "clashes" (zig-zag lines). GSL atom color codes as in a-c. Lys 367 and Asn 399 conformations in b and e and Lys 367 and Asn 364 conformations in c and f were adapted to favorably interact with lipid headgroup and neighbor residues. For details, see text. g, FAPP2-GLTPH transfer activities for GalCer (orange), GlcCer (burgundy), acCer (green), and SF (cyan) by WT-GLTPH and E403L-GLTPH or K367S-GLTPH measured by FRET assay using AV lipids (see "Experimental procedures").
However, in the modeled FAPP2-GLTPH⅐LacCer complex (Fig. 5, b and e), the second sugar ring of lactose moderately clashes against the wall. When GSLs have more than two headgroup sugars (e.g. gangliosides, globosides), serious interference by this wall effect is expected to significantly diminish GSL binding. This finding is consistent with functional data showing low transfer activity of FAPP2-GLTPH for ganglioside GM1 compared with GLTP (2).
Because the recognition center residues target mostly the initial sugar, binding of more complex heads is expected to involve additional nearby favorable interactions. Otherwise, the binding efficiency would decrease because of the increased size and complexity of the headgroup. Based on the favorable GM1 transfer by human GLTP (13) , the complex double subloop architecture of the GLTP ID loop (Fig. 3a ) appears likely to produce no local obstructions for the GM1 headgroup while promoting some additional interactions to tether the distal sugars to the protein surface.
In the modeled FAPP2-GLTPH⅐SF complex (Fig. 5, c and f) , the proximity of the protruding ID loop to the potential 3-Osulfo-group position (Fig. 5c ) results in conformational restrictions, in particular for Lys 367 . Fig. 5 (c and f) illustrates the most favorable Lys 367 conformation when the sulfo-group moderately clashes with the wall and Lys 367 contacts too closely with a few surrounding atoms (zig-zag curve in Fig. 5f ). Alternative conformations of Lys 367 cause more noticeable clashes with either the sulfo-group or the wall indicating partial obstruction of SF binding to FAPP2-GLTPH because of limited space available for Lys 367 in the complex. It is noteworthy that in human GLTP, the positively charged ⑀-amino group of Lys 55 (FAPP2 Lys 367 counterpart) plays only a secondary role in anchoring the negative sulfo-group to the protein. The primary role belongs to a conserved water molecule that shapes an adjustable complementary cavity on the protein surface (15) . In all human GLTP crystal structures, this water molecule hydrogen bonds with the main-chain carbonyl at the ID/␣4 junction and undergoes tight van der Waals contacts with certain atoms of ID loop and Leu 92 (FAPP2 E403 counterpart) to not only favorably shape the surface cavity for complementary contacts with the 3-O-sulfo-group but also to directly bridge this group to the junction in the GLTP⅐SF complex (for details, see Fig. S2 ). Similarly, in GLTP⅐LacCer complexes, the same water molecule bridges one of the OH groups of the second sugar to the ID/␣4 junction and makes favorable van der Waals contacts with other atoms of the ring. Thus, this conserved water (W g in Fig.  S2 ), found in all GLTP apo and holo forms, is a part of the protein structure, and its displacement from the protein surface is presumably associated with energy costs.
The finding of a similar water molecule, W f , in the FAPP2 structure (Fig. S2, b and d) underscores its importance. However, the differently structured and protruding FAPP2 ID loop shifts W f by ϳ0.7 Å compared with W g , a shift expected to generate a noticeable clash by W f with the 3-O-sulfo-group in the potential FAPP2⅐SF complex (Fig. S2, b and d) . To bind FAPP2, the 3-O-sulfo-group would need to displace W f from the protein surface. Such displacement is not only energetically unfavorable but also would destroy the complementary support for the sulfo-group (for details, see Fig. S2, b and d) . Thus, W f in FAPP2 obstructs rather than supports SF binding via the protruding ID loop to interfere with transfer.
Point mutational analyses
To functionally evaluate the FAPP2-GLTPH ID loop regarding GSL-transfer selectivity while keeping the loop conformation intact, we point mutated residues Glu 403 and Lys 367 adjacent to the ID loop (Fig. 5a ). Both residues contribute to the interaction network with the GSL headgroup ( Fig. 1b) but are not primary recognition center residues. In Fig. 5g, FAPP2 -GLTPH transfer activity for GalCer, GlcCer, LacCer, and 3-O-SF is compared with that of the E403L and K367S mutants using the well-established FRET approach for assessing transfer activity rates (14, 17, 19) . Real-time kinetic traces for GSL intermembrane transfer by both mutants and wtFAPP2-GLTPH are shown in Fig. S3 (ac) . Transfer of GalCer and GlcCer still proceeded moderately well with the E403L and K367S mutants compared with the deleterious effect of both mutations on Lac-Cer transfer (Fig. 5g ). Remarkably, K367S substitution resulted in nearly complete loss of LacCer transfer by FAPP2-GLTPH, whereas GLTP-K55I (FAPP2-Lys 367 counterpart) retained nearly full (90 -97%) activity (12) . It is noteworthy that neither FAPP2-GLTPH mutant can transfer SF (Fig. 5g) , showing that removal of a negative (E403L) charge to reduce repulsion with the negatively charged sulfo-group or diminishing the crowding around it (K367S) did not improve SF transfer. This finding suggests that the protruding FAPP2 ID loop transforms the W f water molecule from supporting 3-O-sulfo-group binding to hindering it.
Chimeric protein analyses
To further evaluate the role of FAPP2 ID loop (ID FAPP2 ) in GSL selectivity, we engineered two chimeras with swapped ID loops, ID FAPP2 GLTP and ID GLTP FAPP2, and assessed ganglioside GM1 and sulfatide transfer. We acquired these data using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) because SPR can provide direct insights into both protein adsorption to the membrane as well as protein⅐GSL desorption from the membrane after GSL uptake within the same experiment (20 -22) . Fig. 6 shows the SPR response for the chimeras compared with control proteins, GLTP and FAPP2. The starting baseline in each sensorgram trace represents sensor chip saturation with immobilized 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) vesicles containing 0 (black), 5 (red), 10 (blue), or 20 mol % (green) of GM1 or sulfatide. Protein injections (red arrows) result in response increases that reflect protein adsorption onto the immobilized vesicles. Glycolipid uptake by proteins and departure from the immobilized vesicles is indicated by the signal decrease (relative to black trace) that occurs during the protein adsorption and generally requires Ն10 mol % glycolipid to clearly observe. The drops in the sensorgrams (black arrows) indicate a flow switch to buffer without protein. The magnitude of this drop is consistent with the relatively weak interactions of LTPs with membranes.
The GLTP data for GM1 ( Fig. 6a) show that small GM1 amounts (5 mol %) alter the sensorgram shape and response magnitude as protein removes GM1 from vesicles (20, 21) . At 10 mol % GM1 (blue curve), the response changes more drasti-
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cally because of the highly efficient GM1 transfer by GLTP (2, 23) . By contrast, the ID FAPP2 GLTP chimera (Fig. 6b ) triggers almost no change at 5% GM1, and the sensorgram at 10% GM1 (blue) is much less affected than those of GLTP, supporting the negative regulatory role of ID FAPP2 in GM1 transfer. Notably, the protein adsorption to immobilized vesicles is similar for both GLTP and the ID FAPP2 GLTP chimera, indicating that the decreased GM1 transfer is not due to impaired proteinmembrane interaction. With FAPP2 (Fig. 6c ), vastly diminished GM1 uptake is observed, which is approximately nil at 5 mol % and moderately detectable at 10 and 20 mol % GM1. Uptake of GM1 by ID GLTP FAPP2 chimera (Fig. 6d) is better than for FAPP2, especially at higher GM1 levels, supporting a "gain-oftransfer function" associated with the GLTP ID loop.
SPR sensorgrams for POPC:sulfatide vesicles indicate efficient sulfatide uptake by GLTP ( Fig. 6e ) and significantly diminished uptake efficiency upon substitution of ID GLTP by ID FAPP2 (Fig. 6f ), supporting the negative regulatory role of ID FAPP2 in sulfatide transfer. Puzzlingly, the complementary chimeric replacement (FAPP2 with ID GLTP ) resulted in sensorgrams showing that neither FAPP2 (Fig. 6g ) nor ID GLTP FAPP2 chimera (Fig. 6h ) exhibit any ability to transfer sulfatide despite maintaining membrane interaction capacity.
Gating mechanism
As part of the SL transfer process, GLTP-family proteins capture the SL chain(s) via an undefined gating mechanism. The gate and associated cleft enable the lipid chains to access the hydrophobic pocket. The L1/2 loop and adjacent regions of ␣1 and ␣2 form one side of the gate (Fig. 2a) , which is flexible, based on B-factor analysis (12) and different conformations adopted in same protein (Fig. 7a) . The other side, which is composed of the L6/7 loop and adjacent regions of ␣6 and ␣7, appears to be more rigid based on its similar conformation in all GLTP superfamily members ( Fig. 2a and Fig. S1a ). Examination of the FAPP2 gate residues reveals that Gly 350 (L1/2 loop) and Pro 461 (L6/7 loop) are absolutely conserved in all members of the GLTP-family (Fig. 2b) . Because Gly adds flexibility to a protein chain, and Pro usually forces a kink, their strict conservation in the gate (Fig. 2a, solid arrow) supports the importance of specific conformational properties for each side of the gate in the gating action. Fig. 7b illustrates the location of conserved Gly 350 and Pro 461 (outlined by green ellipses) in the FAPP2 gate.
Clasp control of gating action
A U-shaped arrangement for the ␣1and ␣2-helices ( Fig. 1a ) results in an Asp 347 ⅐Lys 358 salt bridge (Fig. 7b, green rectangles) that connects the two helices near their junctions with the L1/2 loop ( Fig. 2a, linkage 2) . Fig. 2b shows conservation of the same Asp and Lys in the GSL-specific family. The Asp 347 ⅐Lys 358 salt bridges in FAPP2 are compared with GLTP and HET-C2 in Fig.  7c . In the C1P-specific family, different residues replace the positions of the conserved Asp and Lys in the GSL-specific family (Fig. 2b) . Despite the changes, H-bond formation occurs between the Asn⅐Ser pair in most CPTP structures (Fig. 7d) as well as between the Gly⅐Glu pair in some ACD11 structures (Fig. S4e) . The conserved location of the clasp residues near the 
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gate in the GLTP fold suggests a role in maintaining gate functionality.
Hydrophobic sensor involvement in gate control
Inspection of the gate sequence ( 345 VLDKLGPTVF 354 ) encompassing the L1/2 loop and adjacent regions reveals a conserved ⌽ 1 ⌽ 2 DX⌽ 3 GX?XF motif (where ⌽ i is a bulky hydrophobic residue, X is any residue, and ? ϭ X or none) ( Fig. 2b) with four bulky hydrophobic residues, ⌽ 1 , ⌽ 2 , ⌽ 3 , and Phe. These residues potentially play a sensor role in gating regulation as shown by their locations and interactions with the bound aliphatic chains of 18:1-GalCer in the hydrophobic pocket (Fig. 7e ). Val 345 (⌽ 1 ) and Leu 346 (⌽ 2 ) have contact with the acyl chain terminus and the C8 -C12 methylene region, respectively, whereas conserved Phe 354 interacts with the sphingoid chain. Leu 349 (⌽ 3 ) contacts the sphingoid chain in one protein molecule and the acyl chain in the other. Leu 349 also contacts the strictly conserved Pro of the L6/7 loop to firmly "latch" the gate at this location. showing different conformations of one side of the gate, loop L1/2, adopted by the same protein. The dashed line indicates the approximate location of the conserved clasp for gate action. b, two opposing sides of the FAPP2-GLTPH gate depicting the strictly conserved Gly and Pro (outlined by ellipses), two conserved bulky-hydrophobic residues (outlined by hexagons), and the Lys 358 and Asp 347 residues (outlined by rectangles) of the conserved clasp for gate action. c, clasp connecting two ends of L1/2 loop of the gate and formed by the Asp 347 ⅐Lys 358 salt bridge (dashed lines) in both FAPP2-GLTPH molecules (different shades of orange) compared with human GLTP (different shades of green; PDB codes 1S0K and 1SWX) and HET-C2 (blue; PDB code 3KV0) illustrates bridge mobility and conservation in the GSL-specific family. d, substitution of the salt-bridged Asp⅐Lys pair in GSL-specific FAPP2-GLTPH for the H-bonded Asn⅐Ser pair in C1P-specific CPTP (PDB code 4K84) highlighting the preservation of the clasp (see Fig. S4e for unique Gly⅐Glu pair of ACD11). e, ⌽ 1 ⌽ 2 DX⌽ 3 GX?XF motif conserved in the GSL-specific family (⌽ i ϭ bulky hydrophobic residue; X ϭ any residue; ? ϭ X or none) with ⌽ 1 (Val 345 ), ⌽ 2 (Leu 346 ), ⌽ 3 (Leu 349 ), and Phe 354 residues oriented toward the hydrophobic pocket and interacting with the acyl (Acyl) and sphingosine (Sph) chains. Note that the differing lipid conformations within the two protein molecules occupying AU (different shades of orange) correlate with conformational distinctions in their hydrophobic residues (mostly, in Phe 354 and Leu 349 ), as well as in their contacts (zig-zag lines). Remarkably, the Asp 347 ⅐Lys 358 pair also differs in two molecules. In FAPP2_A, Lys 358 adopts the double conformation (orange 1 and 2) , which either does not a salt bridge with Asp 347 (orange 2) or results in a bridge that differs from that of in FAPP2_B (orange 1). f, superposition of 17 GLTP molecules from 12 PDB entries showing the gate-region with the ⌽ 3 -residue (Leu 37 ) of the ⌽ 1 ⌽ 2 DX⌽ 3 GX?XF motif that identifies three conformational groups for GLTP, colored in green, yellow, and cyan and three representative GLTP molecules (g) from visualizing the conformational distinctions between the three groups (f).
D⅐K bridging responds to sensor conformational changes
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Phe 354 and Leu 349 (⌽ 3 )) as well as by variations in Asp 347 ⅐Lys 358 bridging. In FAPP2_A, Lys 358 adopts a double-conformation (1 and 2), which either (conformer 2) does not contribute to the salt bridging with Asp 347 , or (conformer 1) results in a bridge that differs from that of in FAPP2_B. To address the issue of whether sensor conformations correlate with Asp⅐Lys bridging in the GLTP fold, we analyzed via superimposition of 17 molecular structures derived from 12 PDB entries (Fig. 7f) . The side chains shown in Fig. 7f include the ⌽ 3 residue, Leu 37 , and two salt bridge residues, Asp 35 and Lys 46 . The superposition identifies three conformational groups of GLTP, colored cyan (five molecules), yellow (six molecules), and green (six molecules), while Fig. 7g emphasizes the distinctions between these three groups by showing three representative molecules from Fig. 7f . Two groups (cyan and yellow) share a similar Leu 37 conformation (conformer 1) but differ by Asp 35 position resulting in Asp oxygen "switching" in the Lys 46 ⅐Asp 35 salt bridge. The third group (green) displays a distinct Leu 37 conformation (conformer 2) as well as changed Cys 36 and Asp 35 positions (Fig. 7g ). The Asp 35 carboxyl protrudes toward the Lys 46 residue, which repositions to avoid clashing with Asp 35 . The resulting Lys 46 ⅐Asp 35 salt bridge distance increases from 2.6 -3.2 Å (first two groups) to 3.1-4.0 Å (third group), indicating salt bridge weakening.
Bridge strength "recovery" is observed in the special conformation of the GLTP gate (PDB code 3S0K), where Asp 35 protrudes even more toward Lys 46 because of a conformational switching of the conserved Gly 38 of the L1/2 loop (Fig. S4b) . Remarkably, the Leu 37 conformation reverts back to conformation 1, supporting the correlation with salt-bridge strength. The findings suggest that the conserved linkage 2 behaves as a "variable strength clasp" that is regulated by signals from the sensor residues of the hydrophobic pocket. It is noteworthy that GLTP structures that belong to the third conformational group are those of GSL-bound forms, in which the hydrophobic pocket is fully occupied by aliphatic chains including the bottom region designed for the terminal atoms of long acyl chains (12, 15, 16) . Thus, the analyses suggest that the hydrophobic pocket occupancy influences the sensor conformations, whereas the clasp "senses" the alterations (Fig. 7, f and g) by receiving an integrated signal from the sensors.
Novel FF motif location in FAPP2-GLTPH
The hydrophobic pockets that encapsulate lipid chains are enriched in phenylalanines (10, 12, 14 -16) . Seven phenylalanines line the pockets of FAPP2 and GLTP (Fig. 8a) , but only five are positionally conserved because of differently located FF motifs, both of which interact with the bound acyl chain, suggesting a possible functional role in regulating acyl chain accommodation in the pocket.
In GLTP, the accessible volume of the hydrophobic pocket depends strongly on the conformation of Phe 148 and Phe 33 (Fig.  8b) (19) . To collapse the pocket when unoccupied, both take the "closed-door" conformation (colored red). To accommodate the GSL chains, switching to the "open-door" conformations (colored green) is needed. The mechanism that controls the Phe 148 closed-door/open-door transition appears to involve the synchronized action of three conserved residues, Tyr 132 , Phe 42 , and His 140 (FAPP2 Tyr 437 , Phe 354 , and His 445 counterparts), and requires GSL-headgroup anchoring by the recognition center to initiate the transition (15) .
FAPP2 Phe 453 (GLTP Phe 148 counterpart) is maintained in the open-door conformation (Fig. 8a) by the same interaction pattern consistent with a similar transition mechanism for this Phe. By contrast, GLTP Phe 33 is unique, because it belongs to the FF motif, in which two phenylalanines synchronize their action to help the pocket accommodate acyl chains of different lengths (16) . The Phe 33 closed-door/open-door transition (Fig.  8b) seems to help guide the terminal part of the long acyl chains to occupy the narrow bottom of the GLTP pocket rather than protruding outward.
The absence of a similarly located FF motif in FAPP2-GLTPH appears to be compensated by the differently located FAPP2 FF motif (Phe 311 -Phe 312 ) that projects from the bottom of the hydrophobic pocket. The Phe 311 -Phe 312 motif is held firmly in place by the tight contacts with ␣7and ␣8-helices and seals the bottom of the pocket. Because the terminal part of the encapsulated acyl chain is surrounded by Val 345 , Leu 346 , Val 342 , Leu 349 , Leu 415 , Leu 419 , Leu 349 , and Leu 470 (Fig. 1c) , the chain must bend to avoid clashing with the FF motif. The conformational adaptation by the chain is evident by comparison with the 18:1 acyl chain of GlcCer bound to GLTP (Fig. 8c ). Unlike FAPP2, GLTP has special space in its hydrophobic pocket for accommodating the terminal portions of long acyl chains (11, 16, 24) . By sealing the bottom, the FAPP2 FF motif restricts the conformational space for GSLs with long acyl chains to perhaps change their binding mode with FAPP2.
Conclusions
The new data and analyses reported in this study lead to the conclusion that the all-␣ GLTP fold characterizing the GLTP superfamily is designed to recognize ceramide-based SLs with polar headgroups. The selectivity for the ceramide moiety originates from the highly conserved Asp and His residues of the recognition center ( Fig. 2b ) that bind the ceramide amide group in a strictly determinate manner (Fig. 1b) . The requirement for a polar headgroup bonded to the ceramide O1 atom is evident from the existence of the recognition center (Fig. 2b) .
The recognition center consists of six distinct residue positions grouped at one face of the protein. In the two known GSLand C1P-specific GLTP subfamilies, the pattern consists of DNKxWH and DKxRRH. These spatial templates recognize the ceramide-amide group and initial ceramide linked sugar or phosphate, respectively.
The other key element used by the GLTP fold to control SL specificity is the ID loop. In each family member, the ID loop is distinct in sequence and length and locked via pinched together ends resulting in ID-loop structure that is relatively autonomous and rigid. In this way, ID-loop design is ideal for fine turning (enhancing or mitigating) specificity within a subfamily. Fig. 9 schematically depicts ID-loop action in GLTP and FAPP2 based on different transfer abilities for ganglioside GM1 observed in this study. Highly efficient GM1 transfer by human GLTP (Fig. 6a ) leads us to conclude that the ID GLTP promotes additional (nonspecific) interactions that tether the distal GM1 sugar rings to the protein surface (Fig. 9a) . By contrast, the How FAPP2 selects simple GSLs using the GLTP-fold FAPP2-GLTPH domain is much less efficient at transferring GM1 (Fig. 6c ), because the ID FAPP2 creates a hindrance for the distal sugar rings, resulting in conformational stress upon the binding (Fig. 9b) . The restrictive role of ID FAPP2 is supported by the loss of GM1 transfer efficiency by GLTP upon the substitution of ID GLTP by ID FAPP2 (Fig. 6b) . Thus, we conclude that the recognition center works in concert with the ID loop to control the specificity in the GLTP family.
Among other findings, we also identified previously unrecognized and functionally important elements of the GLTP fold. They are (i) four hydrophobic bulky residues that play a sensor role in gating function; (ii) a conserved, adaptable, variable-strength clasp that maintains gate functionality and is controlled by sensors of the hydrophobic pocket occupancy; and (iii) an FF motif that seals the bottom of the hydrophobic pocket to restrict the conformational space for long acyl chains. Our structural data indicate that, in the absence of major conformational change, the FF motifs in the GLTP fold are unlikely to serve as the FFAT motifs (two phenylalanines in an acidic tract) that interact with VAP (vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein) (25, 26) . However, the contributions of FF motifs to mechanisms that control the shaping and conformation of the hydrophobic pocket for lipid chains are evident. 
How FAPP2 selects simple GSLs using the GLTP-fold
Experimental procedures
Protein mutagenesis, expression, and purification
Human FAPP2 GLTPH-domain (C-terminal 212 residues ϭ FAPP2-C212) was derived from PLEKHA8 ORF (519 residues; GenBank TM accession number MF465867) (2) . Molecular cloning, expression, and initial purification of FAPP2-GLTPH, human GLTP (GenBank TM accession number AF209704), and all mutants involved fusion with the N-terminal His 6 -SUMO tag, which was then removed by proteolysis to achieve final purification (2) . E377A/E378K double mutant and point mutations E403L and K367S were produced by QuikChange sitedirected mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and verified by sequencing. Cloning of chimeric human GLTP, ID FAPP2 GLTP, and chimeric human FAPP2-GLTPH, ID GLTP FAPP2, containing swapped ID loops involved replacing the ID loop of GLTP (YGAEWPKVG) with that (DVAQVRNS) of FAPP2 and vice versa. Transformed BL21 (DE3) cells were grown in Luria-Bertani medium at 37°C until the exponential growth phase, induced with 0.1 mM isopropyl ␤-D-thiogalactopyranoside, and then grown for 16 -20 h at 20°C. Ni 2ϩ -nitrilotriacetic acid affinity chromatography purification from soluble lysate of transformed cells was followed by overnight cleavage of His 6 -SUMO tag at 4°C with SUMO-specific protease, Ulp1. Cleanup involved a nickel-chelating column followed by gel filtration chromatography purification using a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex-75 prep grade column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. Protein purity was assessed by SDS-PAGE plus peptide fingerprinting for FAPP2.
Crystallization and X-ray data collection
E377A/E378K mutant of FAPP2-GLTPH domain displayed improved crystallizability. The protein-lipid complex was prepared by mixing the mutant and 18:1-GalCer (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) at a 1:1 molar ratio in ethanol (ϳ40% EtOH). Crystals of the complex were grown by the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method using PEG 8000 (13-15%) as precipitant and 100 mM MES, pH 6.5, as buffer. A single crystal was transferred into well solution containing 20% glycerol cryoprotectant, mounted in a fiber loop, and flash-frozen in a cold nitrogen stream. X-ray data were collected at ϭ 0.97242 Å and 100 K to 1.45 Å resolution using Synchrotron radiation on Beamline ID 23-1 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) equipped with Pilatus 6M-F detector. The data were processed, scaled, and divided into work (95%) and test (5%) subsets using the XDS program (27) and the Scala program (28) from the CCP4 suite.
